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Abstract 
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in this paper, we classify generic isotropic map-germs arising from the symplectic 
reduction process relative to a hypersurface (i.e. one-dimensional reduction) , up to 
symplectic equivalence in the 0 00 category. These models are open Whitney 
umbrellas of arbitrary dimension and their suspensions. These singularities appear in 
the generalized Cauchy problem for H amilton-Jacobi equations. 

O. Introduction 

A mapping from a manifold into a symplectic manifold is called isotropic if the 
pull-back of the symplectic form is zero. Isotropic mappings arise particularly in the 
process of (local) symplectic reduction due to lVIardsen, Weinstein and Tulczyjew (see 
[1, 29, 19]). 

Let (.M2(n+.t,w) be a symplectic manifold of dimension 2(n+k) , where w is the 
symplectic form, and K2 n+.t eM be a coisotropic submanifold of codimension k. We 
denote by {TK)l. the skew-orthogonal complement to TK in TM IK with respect to w. 
Remark that the rank. of (TK)l. is equal to k. Since K is coisotropic, (TK) l. c TK and 
(TK)l. is integrable. We call (TK)..i. (resp . the induced foliation on K) t he characteristic 
distribution (resp. the foliation) relative to K. 

Ley xeK. Then, in an open neighbourhood U of x in K, a submersion 1T: U -+M'2n 
is induced, where M' is the leaf space. Then M' has a unique symplectic structure 
w' up to symplectic diffeomorphisms ofM' such that 1T*W' = wlK (see [1]). 

Let N" be an isotropic submanifold of ,M2(71+k) contained in ,K271+.t and containing 
x. Then we see t hatJ=rrIN:N, x-+M' is isotropic, that is,j*w'=O, and thatjis 
immersive if and only if TzN n {TzK)l. = O. Such a germ j is called an isotropic map-
germ arising from k-dimensional reduction. . 

In this paper, we concentrate on t he case k = 1, that is, the case when K is a 
hypersurface. This situation arises in the generalized Cauchy problem for 
Hamilton-Jacobi equations [1, ISJ, where M is regarded as the phase space, K as an 
equation and N as an initial condition, and we allow characteristic directions to be 
tangent to N. In this situation, t he singularity of t he isotropic map-ger!l1 obtained by 
reduction describes the .tangency of characteristic directions to N (and, therefore, the 
singularity of the extended Lagrangian variety from N by characteristic curves). 

Let (.M2'H2,W) be a 0 00 symplectic manifold, K271+l be a Coo hypersurface of M, 
and N" be an n-dimensional Coo manifold. 
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Denote by I ~ I (N, K ) the set of C'" isotropic' embeddings i:N -+M with i(N) c K, 
endowed with the Whitney {)aJ topology. 

As local modes for singularities of isotropic mappings, we prepare isotropic map_ 
germsin,A:' Consider the cotangent bundle T*lR ri with canonical coordinates ql l ''' , qn; 
Pl> ... , Pn and with the symplectic form w = L f-I dp, 1\ dq,_ Besides, consider the 
space IR" with coordinates X I ' ••• , xn. Then f II .t: IR"' , 0 -+ T* Rll, (0 ~ k ~ [in]) is defined , 

by 

_.k+ l k- l ,t-i 

i ";' '" x. 
u = qn 0 n,k = (k+ 1) ! + ':-1 X( (k -i) l' 

and (1 ~j ~n-l ), 

that is, 
-~f:o' Xk+lX~k-H I((k-i-l ) ! (k-j)! (2k-i -j)) 

x~k-I+I I(k !(2k - j)! (3k- j + 1)) 

(l .:;j.:; k-l ), 

+ ~f:" x, X~k-H I( (k - i - 1) ! (2k -j) ! (3k -i -j)) (k ':; j .:; 2k - 1), 

o (2k .:;j':; n), 

We remark that eachin,A: is a polynomial mapping of kernel rank one and of very 
simple form , and t hat i t is a topological embedding. 

We intend to classify isotropic map-germs under the following equivalence: In 
general , letf :N", X-i- (.M2n , w) and!, :N'1I, x_ (M'211, w' ) be isotropic map-germs, where 
(.M2 11 , w) and (M '2n, w) are symplectic manifolds. We call f symplectically equivalent 
to l' if there exist a diffeomorphism germ u:N,x_N',x' and a symplectic 
diffeomorphism germ T :M,j(x)-+M', j'(x') , (TOW' ~ w), such that Toi~ j' O (T, 

The purpose of this paper is to prove t he following: 

·THEOREM 1. There exists an open dense subset G in I such that , f01' each i E G and for 
each X EN, the isotropic map-germf:N" , x_M'211 arising from i -dimensional reduction 
relative to K is symplectically equivalent to some i.,. (0 .:; k .:; [in]), 

For k = 0, f1l ,o is just the zero-section b: IRn, 0 _ T*lRn and is the model for 
Lagrangian immersions. We remark that any Lagrangian immersion-germs are 
symplectically equivalent to each other_ . 

We can write f n, k = f2k, k X Sn- 2k- Therefore f1l .k is a suspension off2k,k- We callf211, 11 
the 2n-dimensional open Whitney umbrella. This is a fundamental object: however 
explicit investigations of it have only begun very recently. 

Related to the problem of Lagrangian immersion of surfaces to four-dimensional 
symplectic manifolds, the (two-dimensional) open Whitney umbrellaf2,1 is introduced 
by Givental' [14]. The mapping (j"" e): R'-+ TOR' x R ~ J' (R', R) defines a Leg
endrian variety, where e is a generating function off2 , 1 (see Section 1). The wavefront 
set of t his Legendrian variety is called the composed Whitney umbrella [14]. This 
object appears as a singularity of a tangent developable from a generic space curve 
(8, 25 , 27]. It appears a lso in the study of relaxation equations with two slow 
variables [10]. 
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Open Whitney umbrellas in higher dimension are described in [15]. In that paper, 

there are interesting characterizations of t hese singularities. For instance, the (image 
of a) 2n-diroensional open Whitney umbrella is symplectically equivalent to the total 
space of the conormal bundle of the n-dimensional open swallowtail in 1R2'11 . (See a lso [4] .) 
Furthermore, a similar result to Theorem 1 is proved in [15] for isotropic 
submanifolds belonging to an open dense subset in the space of all submanifolds of 
dimension n , but not in the space of isotropic submanifolds. (See [IS] , theorem 17 , 
p. 104 and also [4] , §5·6.) Therefore it was unfinished to determine the density. This 
gap is filled by Arnol 'd in t he case n = 2 (unpublished). Thus our result can be 
regarded as the completion of the result of Givental' in any dimension. (This remark 
is based on a letter from Givental ' to the author after the first draft of this paper.) 

For further study of the singularities f'/'j,II;' especially on their Maslov classes, see 
[14, 15 , 18]. 

A proof similar to the proof of Theorem 1 gives the following result : 

THEOREM 2. There exists an open dense subset G' in the space of coo isotropic 
mappings of kernel rank ~ 1 from an n-dimensional Coo manifold N to a 2n-dimensional 
Coo symplectic manifold M such that,Jor any f E G' and for any x EN, the germ f at x is 
symplectically equivalent to somef'/'j,t (0 ~ k ~ (tn.]). 

We should mention that , by Theorem 1 (resp. Theorem 2), for a generic isotropic 
map-germ arising from one-dimensional symplectic reduction (resp. of kernel rank 
one), the multip licity merely as a map-germ turns to be the only invariant, under 
symplectic equivalence. (Notice that also the explicit normal forms are given in 
Theorems 1 and 2. ) 

In the usual singularity theory of CaJ mappings, generic map-germs are 
(topologically) classified by their local algebras (see [22 , 13] for COO-stable germs, and 
[24, 12] for CO-stable germs). Therefore, it is very interesting to ask whether or not 
similar results hold for classification of generic isotropic map-germs arising from 
arbitrary k-dimensional reduction, in other words, for classification of generic 
isotropic map-germs of kernel rank k. In the singulari ty theory of mappings, the 
notion of determinacy is very powerful: see [28, 9]. It is natural to apply this to the 
study of isotropic mappings. H owever , it is far from trivial and it seems particular 
to the case treated in this paper that the normal forms of isotropic map-germs are 
polynomials and that a jet of an isotropic map-germ has a polynomial representative 
(cf. Section 1), See [4] , for other difficulties in generalizing our results. 

We a lso remar~ that there are extensive studies, for instance in [3, 19] , on the 
symplectic reduction (or push forward in the sense of Janeczko) of a Lagrangian 
manifold rather than an isotropic manifold, Though an open Whitney umbrella can
not obtain as a reduction of Lagrangian manifold, it a rises as a component of a 
reduction of Lagrangian manifold : see [4 , 17]. This fact seems important for the 
classification of generic isotropic map-germs of kernel rank 1, under Lagrangian 
equivalence (Section 1). This classification problem is an interesting generalization of 
the Lagrangian singularity theory of Lagrangian immersions [2 , 5]. On this direction, 
we observe the following weak result: 

THEOREM 3. For a generic isotropic mapping J:f{l1l -+ T*1R 2
'/'j of kernel rank'::;;: 1 and 

for a point xEN, if the germII. :N, x-+ T*R 2 '/'j has the maximal multiplicity, that is, n+ 1, 
then f7. is Lag:ange equivalent to f 2'/'j, '/'j' 
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Thus, the classification problem of germs of typefn,k under Lagrangian equivalence 
remains open in t he case n > 2k. 

In Section 1, we consider the relation between Lagrangian equivalence of isotropic 
map-germs and R+ -equivalence of generating fun ctions. In Section 2, we study the 
module of generating functions, in order to reduce generating functions to normal 
forms under R+-equiva lence. Theorem 1 is proved, in the last section, via a 
transversality argument. \Ve also remark that Theorems 2 and 3 can be proved by 
a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 1. 

Throughout this paper, all manifolds are assumed to be pa racompact of class CtXJ 
and mappings are also of class OaJ. 

1. General.ing Junctions and R + -equivalence 

Let g = (gi l "" gn) :N, x -+ IRn, 0 be a map-germ, and J:N, x -+ T*lRn be an isotropic 
map-germ covering g, that is, 7r of = g, where 7r : T*lRn -+lRn is the projection. Set 
e = L7_1P,dq, (Liouville form on T*lRn). Then f*e is closed . Thus, by Poincare 's 
lemma, de = f*e for some ee E N,x, where EN,x denotes the IR-algebra of function
germs of N, x. The function-germ e (which is unique up to an additive constant) is 
called a generating function off. 

Denote by Hv the set of generating functions of isotropic map-germs covering g. 
The following relates H, wit h the Oth relative de Rham cohomology of g (cf. [21)). 

LEMMA H . H, ~ {e EEN,xldeE ( dg" .. . ,dg.>EN,x}' 

Proof. Let ee Hv' Then de =f*O, for some isotropicf:N, x -+ T* lRn. Then 

• 
de~ 'i, p,ojdg,. ,-, 

Conversely , suppose de = Z f_1a,dg" for some a,eEN,x covering g, Define f by 
p,of= a, and qjOf= gj (1 ~ i ~ n). Thenf is isotropic and covers g, 

Definition 1'2. Two isotropic map-germs f:N, x-+ T*lRn and l' :N', x' -+ T*lRn are 
called Lagrange equivalent if there exist a diffeomorphism-germ (J:N, x-+N',x' and 
a n-fibre-preserving symplectic diffeomorphism-germ T :T* lRn, f(x) -+ T*lRn, I'(x') 
such t hat l' 0 0' ~ Tof. 

If I and l' are Lagrange equivalent, then they are symplectically equivalent. 
The following notion is a variant of R+ -equivalence in [5], a nd it is utilized in (11]. 

Definition 1'3. Let g:N, x-+lRn, 0 and g' :N, x' -+lRn, 0 be map-germs and e :N, x-+IR 
and e':N, x'-+IR be function-germs. Then two pairs (e ,g) and (e',g') are called R+
equivalent if t here exist diffeomorphism-germs (J :N, x -+ N' , x' and 7: IRn, 0 -+ tQ:n, 0, 
and a function-germ a:lRn , O-+ IR such that 

e = e' ou+aog and g'ou = iOg. 

PROPOSITION 1'4. Let f:N, x-+ T* &\tn and l' :N', x' -+ T*3\l:n be isotropic map-gerrnJ 
covering g and g' , with generating junctions e and e' re8pectively. Iff and!, are Lagrange 
equivalent, then (e, g) and (e', g') are R + -equivalent. 

Furthermore, a.ssume the 8et-germ of critical points of g' is nowhere dense. If (e, g) and 
(e' , g') are R+ -equivalent, then f and I' are Lagrange equivalent. 
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Proof. First suppose f and l' are Lagrange equivalent, and (0-, T) realizes this 
equivalence. Write T in the form 

(p, q) ~ (P(P, q), r(q)). 

n n 

Then L: P, dr, - L: p, dq, = dA(p, q), 
~-l j - l 

for some A : T*lRn ,f(x)"""* R Since oAf OPt = 0 (1 :s::; i ~ n), we have A = rr*a for some 
a.: 1R1I, 0 -+ IR. Thus T*B = e + 1T*da. 

Sincej'oo-= ToJ, we see that 

d(O"*e') = O"*J'*O = f*(O+1T*dii) = d(e+g*ii). 

Thus e = eoO"~a og+c for some CE IR. Then it suffices to set a = -a +c to see that 
(e, g) and (e' , g') are R+ -equivalent. 

Next suppose that (e,y) and (e',g') are R+-equivalent , and (O',T,a) realizes this 
equivalence. Define a fibre-preserving symplectic diffeomorphism-germ T: T*lRn, 
Tt IRn -+ T*lRn, Tt IRn covering T by T*8-0 = -drr*a. Then 

(TojoO"-' )*O = O"-'*f*(O-d1T*a) = O"-'*(de-dg*a) = O"-'*(dO"*e') = de' =J'*O. 

Both T of 00--1 and l' cover g'. Since the critical point set of g' is nowhere dense , 
as easily verified, each map-germ covering g' is uniquely determined by the pull-back 
of O. Hence Tofo(J-I = 1'. Thus Proposition 1·4 is proved. 

Now assume that g is of t he form g = (x', u(x', xn)) : [Rn, 0 -+ T*[Rn, for some 
coordinates Xl' "', Xn of the source, where x' = (Xl' ... , xn_1 ) . Letj: [Rn, 0 -+ T*[Rn be an 
isotropic lifting of g. Set v = Pn of. Then we have 

LEMMA 1'5. For a generating function e of f, there exi8t8 a function-germ fJ = fJ(x') 
such that 

( , fX. (' iJu , d fJ' ex ,xn) = 0 V x ,t)at(x ,t) t+ (x). 

Proof. Since de = 2:. f_-I1plofdxj+vdu, we have aejoxn = v(aujaxn). This leads the 
required result. 

Given v E En' with v(x', 0) = 0, define fv : [Rn, 0 -+ T*[R n by 1T ofv = g, Pn 0 fv = v and 

f fX. { iJv ( , ) iJu ( , ) iJv ( , ) iJu ( , )} d 
Pi o v= 0 aX

j 
x,i at x,t -at x,t ax} x,t t 

L EMMA 1·6. Let g = (x', u(x', xn)) and v E En' (1) If v(x', 0) = 0, then fv is an i80tropic 
lifting of g. (2) Assume that the set-germ of critical point8 of 9 is nowhere den8e. Then any 
isotropic lifting f of 9 with Pn of = V is Lagrange equivalent to fv - v(x'. 0)' 

Proof. (1) Set e, = J;·v(x',t)(iJuliJt)(x',t)dt. Then we see that 

iJe,1 iJx; = p; oj, + [v(x', t) (aul ax,) (x', t)]::~" (1 "" j "" n -1). 

Since v(x',O) = 0, we have dev =fv*O. Hence we have (1). 
(2) By Lemma 1-5, a generating function e offis equal to 

ev-v(x', 0) + V(X', 0) u(x', xn) + jJ(x') 
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for some p. Therefore, setting a: = V(Ql>"" qn-i. 0) qll + P(ql > "', gn-l) in Defini tion 1'3, 
we see t hat e and ev_v(~', O) are R+ -equivalent. Thus, by Proposition 1-4, we have (2). 

Example 1·7. Set g~(x', u(x',x.)), and u~x!:"/(k+I)!~L~.:-tx,x"-'/(k- i) !. 

Then l",k = iv. where v = 2;::l x.t+,x!-ij(k-i)!. 

Remark 1'8. Using Lemma 1-6 , we can construct a perturbation off in the space 
of isotropic mappings, from perturbations of u = qn oj and v = Pn oj. 

2. Generators oj the module of generating junctions 

Consider the space IR" = IRn-l x IR with coordinates YI> ... • Yn_l;t. Set 

!R' = {(Yl> .. " Yn-l) E R"-11 Yr+l = ... = Yn-l = O} (0 ~ T ~ n-I). 

Denote by iT: IRr-l x IR -+ IRT X IR the inclusion defined by 

j'(Y1'···'YH;t) ~ (Y1'···'Y'_1,0;t) (I<;r<;n-I). 

, 

Then, set ¢>r = jn-l 0 ... ojr+! : IRr x IR -+ IH!n-l x IR (0 .:s:;; T < n -l), and 1>"-1 the identity 
on IR"-l x IR. 

Denote by ET+I the IR-algebra of Oa:. function-germs at (0 ,0) in IRT X IR. Then ET+1 
has unique maximal ideal mT+1 generated by YI' ""YT and t. 

Now fix an element of En' 

P ~ t'/k! +a,(y)tk-l/(k-I)!+ ... +a.(y), 

which is a polynomial with respect to t, and assume that a, is an analytic map-germ 
with a,(O) ~ 0 (I <; i <; k). Then set 

BT = {he ET+l1 iJk/ iJt is a mult iple of ,p: Pin ET+l } (O ::s;; r ::s;; n-I), 

H ,(y , t ) ~ J,:>(Y ,S) dSEE'+l (0 <; 1<; k) , 

and 

Remark 2·1. Set g ~ r ' - 1 ~ (y, t'+l/(k+ I) I +a,(y) t'/k! + ... +a,(y) t). Then H, ~ 
B n _ 1 in En· 

To see t he struct ure of Bn _ t , we show t he following: 

PROPOSITION 2·2. (a,) 1,,p: H1, ... ,,p:Hk generate B, over ET+l via r: :ET+l-E'+1 
(O::!S; T ~ n -l ). {bTl Kerj:+l c r:+l mT+l+1BT+I , where j:+l :Br+t -BT (O::S;; r < n-I). 
(c,) j:+l induces an isomorphism 

of R-vector spaces (0 <; r < n -I ). 

P roof. Step I : (ao). It is easy to see that 

Bo ~ {h(t )E E, 1 8h/8t is a multiple of t') 

. ted b 1 k+2 2.1:+1 E . (<+1)* E E Th B· d IS genera y, t J ••• J t over 0+1 via t : 0+1 - 0+1 ' US 0 IS generate 
by 1, 1>t HI' ... , 1>t HIc over EO+l via rt: Eo+! -'1> E O+1' Therefore we have (ao)' 
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Step 2: (b,), (0", r < n- I ). Let h(y" ... ,y" O; t) = O. Then h = Y"IY(YI' " " Y"I,t) 
for some geE'+l+l a.nd oh/at = Yr+l(og/ot). On the other hand, iJh/ot = w¢~+lP for 
some weEr+l+1 ' Set Yr+l = O. Then W(Yl> .. . , Yr' 0, t) cf4 p = O. Since ¢i P is not fiat , 
we see that W(YlI ... ,Yr,O,t) =0. Thus w=Yr+lw for some weE'+l+l' Hence 
Yr+l(ogjat-w1>i+l P ) = O. Therefore ag/at = w¢;i+lP' This implies that geB,+! and 
hE ri+l m,+l+ I Br+l' We have (bT ), (0 ~ r < n- I ). 

Step 3: (aT) a.nd (bT) imply (cr ), (0 ::::;;,. < n- l ). For this, first we will show thatji+l 
is surjective. In fact, let heR,. By (ar), . 

, 
h = riwo+ ~ r:w,¢: H" .-1 

, 
h = ri+ lwO+ ~ r:+lw,1>:+lH" .-1 

where w, eE'+l+l is defined by wAYI' "', Yr. Yr+l ; t) = W'(Yl' :. ' j y,; t). Then j:+1 ii = h. 
Therefore j is surjective. 

Next we will show thatj is injective. For t his, let heBr+1 with ji+l he rimr+lBr· 
Then ji+1 h = ~s ri W, 'u, (with u, EBr> w,emr+1) ' By (ar), t here exists u2 eBr+l such 
t hat ji+l u, = us' Set 

h = ~ ri+1 w, Uz e r:+1 mr+1+1 B r+ l . 

• 
Then ji+1 h = ji+1 h. Thus ji+l(h-h) = 0, and h-heKerji+l' By (br), 

h-hE ri+1 mr+l+1Br+1· 

Hence he ri+1 mr+l+l Br+l' 
Step 4: (a,) and (c,) imply (a"I)' (0", r < n- I ). We remark that 

.• ". H - (" . • H - ". H Jr+I't'r+l i - 't'r+l oJr+1) i-'/', t (I '" I '" k). 

By (ar ), 1, <Pi HI' ... ,1>: H k generate Br/.r r m r+ l Br over Ill. Thus 1,1>:+1 HI ' ... ,1>:+1 H k 

generate Br+t/r i+t mr+l+ I B'+1 over IR, by (cr). 
By [16], we see Br+l is a differentia.ble algebra in the sense of Malgrange. Then, we 

have (ar+l ) by Malgrange's preparation t heorem for differentiable algebras ([20]). 

3. Proof of theorems 

Let I be as in Theorem 1 and let i E I. Then there exist a locally finite open covering 
{~}'\'A of N and So collection of charts (U.\; po • ... , Pn, Qo, ... , Qn) of M such that i(~ ) c 

U" K nU, =(Po=O}, w[U,=l:f_o ap,AdQ, and (Q" ... , Qn_, ) oi :v,~Rn- ' is" 
submersion. In this setting, for ea.ch A, t he reductionf is written as (PI' ... ,P,,,Ql> ... , 
Qn)oi:~_T*!Rn. 

As the generic condition, we impose that the mapping 

f ' - (Q . Q . P .). " nn-I - lO~, ... , nOt, n01- . J'.\ _U"II. 

is of Morin type [26] . More precisely, we define i E G if and only if the r-jet extension 
ll': V _ J'(V, Rn+1) of l' is transverse to ~1.t .O for 0 ~ k ~ 'Y, where r = [in]+ 2 and 
L;lt, O = 2: 1 ..... 1,°, (k times), is the Thorn- Boardman symbol: see [6, 23]. 
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The transversality condition for l' is achieved by small perturbations of Qn 0 i and 
Pn 0 i. These perturbations induce an isotropic perturbation of j , therefore , of i I ~, 

fixing Qooi. (Notice also that the condition is open, because of Whitney regularity 
of the stratification. ) H ence, we see that G is open dense in I . We remark that the 
codimension of ~l.t,O is equal to 2k, and (IF)-l C~::l .t,O) = 0 if n > 2k. 

Now let ieG and xDeN. Assume XOE~ and xOE(ff')-l(~l.t.'O) . Consider the 
reduct~on f:N. xD -+ T* lRlI. Then f is symplectically equivalent to an isotropic map
germ f: 1R1i, 0 -+ T*lRlI with 

q,oj=x, (I .;j';n- I) , 
,-, 

q, oj = u(x', t) = tm /(k+ I )! + L x,t'-' / (k-j)!, 
1-' 

p,oj=v(x',t) , 

with (av/at) (0,0) = ... = (a'v/at' ) (0 , 0) = 0 , for some coordinate (x', t) of ~' , O , 
where x' = (Xl> .•. ,xn_1). 

In fact , first set qf = Q, - Q,(xD), Pi = ~ -p':(XO) and x' = (qt a i, ... , q"- l 0 i). Then 
(x', q" 0 i, Pn 0 i) :N, XO -+1R1l+1 is of Morin type. Second, we may assume the order 
of q, oil (x' = 0) is not greater than that of p, 0 i I{x' = 0), and it is equal to 
k+ 1, changing q" and Pn if necessary. Then q" oi is an universal deformation of 
q" 0 i I {x' = O}: see [7]. Lastly, it suffices to use the symplectic diffeomorphism of T* lJl'* , 
which is the natural lift of • diffeomorphism of type (g', gn) .... (1)(q'), +qn + /I(g'», 
where q' = (ql' "' ' qn- I ), and a diffeomorphism of source. 

Let e: IR'*, 0 -+IR be a generating function of! Then 

n-' 
de = LP, ojdx,+vdu. ,-, 

Hence iJe/iJt = v(iJu/iJt). Thus e belongs to B,*_l introduced in Section 2, setting 
P = iJu/iJt, with respect to t he coordinate (y,l) = (x',l). We remark that , in t his 
situa.tion, Ho = u and r ,,- I = (Xl ' _ . . , xn_1 ' u) is identified with g = (qt oj, ... , q,* oJ): 
1R:1I, 0 -+ lJl'* , O. 

By (a,*_I ) of Proposition 2'2, we have e = Ao og+ Z 1-IAi 0 gB i • for some fun ction
germs Ao,A I • ... , A ,t: IR'*, 0 -+ R. Then we see that 

, . 
v = (oA%q,) og+ L (aA,Iaq,) 0 gH, + L A,og t

' 
h!. 

1-1 1-1 

In particular, by the definition of H I (1 ~ j ~ k), we see that iJiv/ot i = Aj 0 g, modulo 
the ideal (xv ... ,xH,t) = (au/at, ... ,a'u/at' ) in En' 

From the condition (av/at) (0 , 0) = ... = (Okv/at') (0, 0) = 0, we have A,(O) = ... = 
A,(O) = O. By the transversality condition, (au/at, "', a'u/at', av/at , ... , a'v/at') is a 
submersion at 0 in lJln . Hence we have 

dq, " ... " dq--. " dA, " ... " dA, " dqn "' 0, 

at 0 in IRn. Define fT: IR'*, 0 -+lRn. 0 by 

(1 ~ i ~ k- 1, 2k ::s;;; i ::s;;; n), 

(k::S;;; i ~ 2k - 1). 
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Then Hioer = H j ( 1 ~}:S.; k), and goO' = TOg, for some diffeomorphism-germ 
1 :lRn , O-+!Rn, O. Furthermore, 

where 

, 
e = Ao 0 g+ 2: AjogH j = Ao og+e' OCT, 

i-' 

e'= iX"-I H,= r{iX,,_,S'/j!}(iJu/08)(X',8)ds 
i - I Jo 1-1 

is a generating function of In ,lt; · Thus (e,g) and (e',g) ~re R +-equivalent , and f is 
Lagrange, hence symplectically , equivalent to In . II: by Proposition 1'4. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 1. 

To prove Theorem 2, it is sufficient to start with j , instead of i, in the proof of 
Theorem 1. 

To see Theorem 3, we remark that, for a generic isotropic mappingf:.N2n _ T*Ol~n 

of kernel rank ~ 1, each point , where the multiplicity off is n+ 1, is isolated. Thus 
it is sufficien t to add the condition that, at each such point x, 1ToJ:N, x-+1R2n is of 
kernel rank ODe of multiplicity n+ 1. Since we use only Lagrangian equivalences in 
the proof of Theorem 1, except for exchanging qn and Pn' and this exchanging is not 
necessary in this case, we see 1:r. is Lagrange equivalent to IlT' , n' 

The author would like to thank Professor A. B . Givental ' and Professor S. Izumiya 
for valuable comments and information. 
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